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Dragon City MOD APK – Have you ever played a game in which you build a
strong army to fight against other computers or real players in order to win the
war? There are different armies of different players. Every player whether it’s a
computer player or a real player builds his castle to protect the inner structure
and the king. He/she also build granaries to store food, stockpiles to store stone,
wood, and iron, etc.

Towers are built for archers, horseriders prepare themselves to attack the other
army. Hence, it’s like a complete war game. A game similar to this is going viral
nowadays and a huge number of players play it. Its name is Dragon City APK. It
was developed a few years back for only Android devices, but later it got ported
onto iOS as well.

The free version of Dragon City APK takes a very long time to fight different
battles and complete different levels as your army doesn’t win in every war. Also,
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there are many items like food, gems, gold, arenas, dragons, etc which are paid
and you have to win different war levels in order to get gems/gold and buy them.
But, what if someone like me doesn’t like to play all the levels to buy these
items? Or what if he/she wants to have all the items already so that he can win
every level easily? Don’t worry, I have brought you the Dragon City MOD APK  in
which all of these items are unlocked and you don’t have to wait longer in order
to buy them. But, before downloading this mod apk, read the complete article to
get more information about this MOD.

Dragon City is a fun, interesting, and evolving game. If you love battle
games this is a great choice personally I just get involved with quest battle
games. For newbies, in order to progress and unlock more features, you
need “Gems” in this game.When I am playing I always look for ways to
increase gems to unlock more buildings, upgrade food storage, grow my
dragons and free some caged dragons.

With Gems you can do a lot, these are something’s that I prefer. Gems are
shown as purple gem numbers on top of the bar. You can collect these
gems either through real money by purchasing or using free methods by
playing.This is my list of methods on how to get gems in dragon city? Both
paid and free methods will be discussed. Don't spend all over the place. I
used these gems to unlock caged dragon, upgrade the hatching building
“(Hatchery).”

This helps me to hatch more eggs, increase my dragon portfolios, and grow
them to win in battlesMoreover, I used them to repair the golden tower
(Midarian Tower) beside my island which increases gold production by 20%
So if you want a fast gaming experience or just need quick progress then
go for buying gems with real money and spend these gems right.
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